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We give a sufficient condition for existence of the nonadapted extension of the stochastic integral 
introduced in Berger and Mizel (1982). The condition and the integral are expressed in terms of the 
differentiation operator on the Wiener space and its dual. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of extending the Ito integral to include not nonanticipating integrands 
was first studied by Ito in [4] and more recently by Berger and Mizel [l] and H. 
Kuo and the author in [6]. The extension proposed in [l] and [6] is the following. 
For t E I = [0, l] let 4, be a multiple Wiener integral 
4,=L(f(t;))= I+.. 
i J ‘S(%...Adb,, . . . db,n 0 0
where for t E Z, f( t, . ) is in i*( I”) - the space of symmetric functions in L*( I”) 
and f~ L2(Zn+‘). Here b,, t E Z, is a standard Brownian motion. Suppose that for 
tEZtheL*(Z)-limitf(t,t+;)=lim ,+,+f(t, s, .) exists and that the L*(Z”~‘)-valued 
function t +f( t, t +, - ) is strongly integrable. Then the integral IA db, is defined by 
the formula 
J 
1 4, dh =L+~(f)+ In-, n (I ‘f(r,r+;)dt . > (1.1) 0 0 
The problem raised in [l] was to give some simple regularity conditions on a 
process 4, insuring the existence of the integrable diagonal trace f( t, t +, . ) and 
therefore the integral j 4I db,. In this paper we give an example of such a condition, 
namely, we require that 4 = (+r)rtl as a C-valued functional on the Wiener space 
be strongly differentiable. Under our assumption it can be proved (see Theorem 
3.1) that the corresponding f( t, s, . ) must be of the form 
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where A+p.,(A;) is an L’(I”-I)- 1 d va ue measure on Bore1 subsets of Z. The trace 
f(t, t+, .) can then be defined by the formula 
Using this and the Wiener-It0 homogeneous chaos decomposition theorem we 
define in Section 2 the extension of the integral 5 4, db for a large class of processes 
4. We also give the formula for j 4, db in terms of the differentiation operator and 
its dual. 
2. Existence of the diagonal trace 
Let (C, H, w) be the standard Wiener space. That is, C = C,(Z) is the Banach space 
of continuous functions on Z = [0, l] vanishing at zero with the norm ])xjj = 
supri,(x(f)(, w is the Wiener measure on the completion of the Bore1 a-field of C 
and H is the Hilbert space of functions h = h(t), t E I, such that h is absolutely 
continuous with square integrable derivative and the norm given by ((h I[: = 
k!, \h’(j)i’dt. 
Let B be a Banach space. The mapping $I from C into B is said to be strongly 
differentiable at x E C if there exists a bounded linear operator Do : C + B such 
that for h E C, 
~(x+h)-~(x)=~45(x)h+o(llhll) 
as JJhjl +O. 
If a mapping 4 : C + C is strongly differentiable at x E C then 13$(x): C + C is 
a bounded linear operator and by a well known representation theorem there exists 
a kernel A+( t, ds, x) such that for t E I, X,(t, . , x) is a signed measure of finite total 
variation on I and 
Dc$(x)h = 
I 
L 
h(s)b( . > ds, x). 
0 
The functions A,( t, 2, x) and [t A+( t, (s, 11, x) d s are continuous in t for each a E Z, 
moreover we have 
Here L( C, C) denotes the space of bounded linear operators on C with the operator 
norm. 
The function g( t, s, x) = A<,,( t,(s, l], x) is (t, s) Bore1 measurable; indeed g is the 
point limit of continuous functions g,( t, S) = D$I(x)[&](s) where& is a continuous 
approximation of the indicator function of the interval [0, t]. Thus the function 
t + A,( t, (1, 11, x) is Bore1 measurable. Moreover we have 
I 
1 
A,(t,(t,l],x)dt~supVarA,(f;,x) 
0 I 
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whence 
I 
E &(t, (6 11, .I df 2 s EIIW~~,,C,C~ (2.1) 
0 
if the right hand side exists. Here E denotes the expectation with respect to Wiener 
measure, Eh = Ic. A(x) w(dx). 
Theorem 2.1. Let 4 = d+(x), t E Z, x E C, be a continuous stochastic process given by 
4,=Z,(f(t, .)) withfin LZ(Zn+‘). S up p ose that 4 as a C-valued functional on C is 
w-almost everywhere dtflerentiable and that E 1104 /1t,(.,c~., < + 00. Then the L’( In-‘)- 
limit f(t, t+;)=lim,,,+f( t, s, . ) exists, the integral jAf( t, t + , . ) dt exists in the 
strong sense and we have the equality 
1 
A,(& (t, 11, .I dt. 
The proof of the theorem is based on two lemmas on derivatives of multiple 
Wiener integrals. 
For h in C let D&J denote the L”(C)-limit 
D,~(x)~~~~[~(x+&h)-~(x)l. 
The following lemma follows from [8]. Below we give a simple proof based on 
the S-transform of Hida and Ikeda [5,2]. 
Lemma 2.2. For any f in f*( I”) and h in H, the directional derivative &I,,(f) exists 
and is given by 
Proof. The S-transform of a Brownian functional 4 in L’(C) is the function on H 
defined by the formula 
So= 
I 
qb(x+u)w(dx), ME H. 
c 
For f in L2(Z”) we have 
SZ,(f)(U) = 
I J ‘l’“’ f(t1,. . ) t,)u’(t,) . 
This can be seen as follows; if f is of the form 
j-=fp”, 0 . . . @f$Y 
then 
In(f) = &x,(5,) * .. Hk,(b) 
u’(t,) dt, . . . dt,. (2.2) 
(2.3) 
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where for 1 s i c k, 4 is the Wiener integral of fi and Hk is the Hermite polynomial 
of order k. For such J; (2.2) can be verified directly. But the functions of the form 
(2.3) span L2( I”) thus (2.2) follows for any f in i’(1”). 
We have 
%(f)(u + Eh) 
=~.(~)E.ij-.;*.5pk(f,,...,fk)~(fl)...U(fk)df,...df* (2.4) 
where 
f(f,, . . . ,f,) dt, . . . dt, 
and 
f(f ,,..., fn)dtktl..*dt,, lck<n. 
Now from the obvious relation (S+( . + h))(u) = S+(u + h) we get 
whence 
which proves the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that 4 = r&(x), x E C, is given by t$ = In(f) wifhfin L2(Z”) and 
that 4 is dzj&erenfiable at almost every x E C with E 1) D+)) $* < + 03. Then there exists 
an L2(Znp’)-valued measure k =p(A, t,, . . . , tn_,), AE B(Z), (f,, . . . , f,_,)E In-‘, 
such that almost everywhere on I” we have 
f(f, fl,. . . , G-1) = P((4 11, fl, . . . 3 c-1). 
Proof. For x in C, Do is a continuous linear functional on C thus by the Riesz 
representation theorem there exists a measure A (dt, x) of finite total variation such 
that Varh(.,~)=JID~(x)ll~*<cu, and 
I 
1 
W(x)[hl= h( t)A(dt, x). 
0 
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From Lemma 2.2 we have that for every h in ZZ, D4(. 
A c Z the functional A (A, . ) 
is also a Wiener integral of order n - 1, i.e. 
A(4 .) = Z+,(P(A, *)) 
where p(A, *) E p(Znp’). 
We thus have p(A, .)=Z,!,(A(A, .)) w ere h Z,‘, denotes the inverse to the 
operator g+ Z,_,(g). There holds E]Z,,_,(f))2= (n - l)!l/gjj:q,~-~) thus g+ 
((n-l)!))“‘Z,_,(g) is an isometry between L2(ZnP’) and the space {Z,_,(g); gE 
?( I”_‘)} c L2( C). 
It is not hard to see that from the condition 
EjIDf$~12,*= E(Var A)‘<co 
it follows that A+ A(A, . ) is an L*( C)-valued measure. Thus p = Z,i,A is an 
L’(Z”-‘)-valued measure. Moreover from Lemma 2.2 we have for h E H, 
I 1 
A(dt, .)h(t) = I,_, nf( t, . )h'( t) dt 
> 
whence 
(I 
1 
b-1 p(dr, .)h(t) = Z,_, 
0 > (I ’ nf(t, .)h’(t) dt . 0 > 
Taking Z;!, we get 
which proves the lemma. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Now we can prove the theorem as follows. For t E Z, the 
functional +t = Z,,(f(t, . )) is strongly differentiable. Thus according to Lemma 2.3 
the function f( t, . ) must be of the form 
f(t, t,, ‘. . , &I) =/-d(L 11, t2.. . . 7 L) 
where for every t E Z, p,(A, *) is an L2(Z”-‘)-valued measure on Bore1 subsets of I. 
Moreover we have 
A,(& A> *) = Z,-,(/-&4 *)). 
Now we obviously have the L2(Z”-‘)-limit 
f(t,t+,.)=?~~f(ts,.)=CL,((t,ll;). 
The functionf(t, t+, .) = Z;i,(A(t, [t, 11, e)) is strongly measurable and from (2.1) 
it follows that both f( t, t + , . ) and A (t, (t, 11,. ) are Bochner integrable. Moreover 
we have 1 
Z,_, (I n ‘.fr, t+;) dt = A,(f,(Cll,.)dt. •I 0 > J 0 
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3. Extension of the stochastic integral 
Suppose that d = (4~)~~~ is a stochastic process on (C, w) such that 
E 
J 
111 l+,(2dt< -coo. 
By the well known Wiener-It0 decomposition theorem 4, can be expanded as 
follows: 
where for each n,f,(t;)=fj(t,t ,,..., t,) is a symmetric function in L2(1”). 
Moreover there holds 
Suppose further that for each n the L2( Z”-‘)-limit fn( t, t +, .) = limc_,+fn( t, s, . ) 
exists, the L2( I”P’)-valued functions g,,(t) =fn( t, t + , . ) are Bochner integrable and 
that the following two conditions hold 
and 
For 4 satisfying the above, the extended stochastic integral is defined by the 
formula [ 1,6], 
I’ 4, dh =: I,,+,(L)+ f I,-, n 0 n=” n=, (I 
1 fn(t, f+, .)dt . (3.1) 
0 > 
Suppose now that 4 is almost everywhere differentiable and that E () 04 II$,.,,, = 
E Isup, Var A( t, .)I’ is finite. Then from Lemma 3.2 we have 
J 
I 
0 A,([, ds, .)h(s) = f, Iti-1 n (I 0 ‘_L(s s, .)h’(s) d ). 
Now in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we get 
and thus the second term in (3.1) satisfies the equality 
F L, n II=, (I 
1 fn(t, t-t, .)dt = 
0 > I’ b(j, (f, 11, .I dt. 0 (3.2) 
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Proposition 3.1. Let 4,, t E I, be given by 4, = I,(f(t, .)) with f in L’(I”+‘). 7hen for 
every dlgerentiable $ in L2(C) we have 
I 
I 
E(L+,(fM) = E dd,((t,ll, .I dt. 
0 
Proof. By the Wiener-It0 homogeneous chaos decomposition theorem, $ can be 
represented as follows: 
$ = ,r, kkk) 
with g, E i’(1”). 
From Lemma 2.2 we have 
D$(x)[h]= ; I&, 
k=l 
and in the same way as in Lemma 2.3 we get 
k/,((t, 11, ‘) = ,.?, Ik-,(kk(f, ‘)). 
Now 
1 I 
E M,((t, 11, .I dt = fi U(t, * 1, (n + l)gn+,(t, . ))L~I dt 
= (n + l)!(f; g)Lqt,r+l) = E(L+,(fM). IJ 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that 4 : C -+ C is a.e. strongly diferentiable with 
EllWI2,~C..C~ <OO and that 4 has the expansion 
with fn( t, . ) E f*( I”), f, E L2( I”+‘). Then we have 
Proof. First note that 
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The last equality follows from Lemma 2.2. Now we have 
Now obviously 
; n!n2((jJ:2(,*+l+ 
n=O 
nE,‘t! I,: ~~~f,(~,.)~~:2~,,~,d~~~Il~~l12,,,,, 
which proves the proposition. 0 
From Propositions 3.2 and 3.1 it follows that if E 1104 II&c,c, < ~0 then 
Cz==, I,,+,(fn) is well defined and we have 
: Ini, = 0*4 (3.3) 
n=O 
where the operator D* : domain( D*) c L2( C; L2( I)) + L2( C) is defined through 
I 
1 
ED*cp$ = E AA,((t, 11. I dt. 
0 
Here L2( C) = L2( C, w) denotes the space L2 with the Wiener measure. From (3.1), 
(3.2) and (3.3) we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that $ : C -+ C is strongly di’erentiable at almost every x in C 
and that E II D4 ll&c,c-) < +a. Then j; 4, db, and D*+ exist and we have 
I 
1 
+I db, = D*+ + 
0 I 
1 
A,(4 (t, 11, .I df. 0 
0 
Remark. Let us introduce the following notation: 
D:4 =A+(& (t 11, *I, D;# = A,(& [t, 11, .), 
thus D:(I,(f)= I+,(f(r+, .)) and 
I 
1 
4< db, = D*+ + 
0 I 
1 
D:c$ dt. 
0 
On the other hand in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 one can prove that if 
&=In(f(t;)) withf(t;)EL2(In) and E()D+I):,,,,<oo then 
D;4 = In-,(f(r, t--, .)) 
where f(t, r -, . ) denotes the left hand L2(In-‘) limit lim,,,_f(t, s, * ). 
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The operators D:, 0; appear in the representation of the Stratonovich integral 
5: 4,o db, obtained in [6, Theorem 51 and [7, Theorem 4.31, namely, 
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